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Lot 1 — Green 20A Jewell 105F

1 Cow

P43924373 — Calved: Jan. 27, 2018 — Tattoo: LE GCC/RE 105F

GREEN 20A JEWELL 105F {DLF,HYF,IEF}

P43924373 — Calved: Jan. 27, 2018 — Tattoo: LE GCC/RE 105F

NJW 965 R117 RIBEYE 60X ET

NJW 79P 88X COWBOSS 109B ET

P43483216

NJW BW LADYSPORT DEN 78P ET

CRR ABOUT TIME 743 {SOD}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

GRASSY RUN JEWEL 1035

CE 3.4 (.27); BW 3.0 (.27); WW 52 (.24); YW 84 (.23); SC 0.8 (.16); MM 28 (.15); M&G 109; MCE 0.9 (.16); MCW 93 (.26); UDDR 1.40 (.22); TEAT 1.40 (.22); CW 64 (.03); FAT -0.025 (.03); REA 0.55 (.03); MARB 0.04 (.03); BMI$ 377; BII$ 440; CHB$ 111

• Big time show prospect! This Cowboss daughter has all the bells and whistles. She’s made right from the ground up. 105F is zipper fronted, big middle and displays the density of bone we strive for. She’s halter broke, kid broke and ready for any level of showman.

• Consigned by Steven Green, Munfordville, Ky.

Lot 2 — GHF Kenzi Ruthi 199B 50E

2 Cow

43863135 — Calved: Sept. 8, 2017 — Tattoo: 50E

GHF KENZI RUTHI 199B 50E

CRR ABOUT TIME 743 {SOD}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

GRASSY RUN JEWEL 1035

CE 4.6 (.43); BW 2.5 (.76); WW 56 (.61); YW 95 (.60); SC 1.0 (.43); MM 32 (.32); M&G 109; MCE 3.2 (.32); MCW 94 (.37); UDDR 1.30 (.54); TEAT 1.30 (.55); CW 77 (.27); FAT -0.015 (.36); REA 0.76 (.26); MARB 0.09 (.28); BMIS 331; BII$ 398; CHB$ 133

• A super nice Cowboss daughter. She’s ultra-feminine, long spined and easy on the eyes. 50E is a sweetheart and halter broke as well.

• Sells open and ready to breed.

• Consigned by Steven Green, Munfordville, Ky.

Lot 3 — Green 711C Queen 102F

3 Cow

P43924360 — Calved: Jan. 25, 2018 — Tattoo: LE GCC/RE 102F

GREEN 711C QUEEN 102F {DLF,HYF,IEF}

P43924360 — Calved: Jan. 25, 2018 — Tattoo: LE GCC/RE 102F

NJW 965 R117 RIBEYE 60X ET

NJW 79P 88X COWBOSS 109B ET

P43483216

NJW BW LADYSPORT DEN 78P ET

CRR ABOUT TIME 743 {SOD}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

GRASSY RUN JEWEL 1035

CE 2.4 (.28); BW 2.7 (.43); WW 48 (.37); YW 81 (.37); SC 1.0 (.30); MM 19 (.22); M&G 100; MCE 0.0 (.18); MCW 79 (.23); UDDR 1.50 (.35); TEAT 1.50 (.35); CW 60 (.10); FAT 0.015 (.10); REA 0.52 (.10); MARB 0.03 (.10); BMI$ 383; BII$ 443; CHB$ 99

• Don’t fall asleep on this Stud daughter. The Stud heifers have been calving out with unbelievable udders. This heifer is out of a 3-year-old who has incredible milk flow. 102F is on her way to becoming a very productive individual.

• Consigned by Steven Green, Munfordville, Ky.
ROCK RIDGE KEAYLA 530  (DLF, HY, IEF)
P43698339 — Calved: Nov. 18, 2015 — Tattoo: BE 530

Cow

TR 122 71I VICTOR 718T {SOD}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
CR 433 COLORADO 433
CR 138 NADAN 591

BOYD WORLDWIDE 9050 ET {SOD}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
BECKLEY 9050 KEAYLA 2047 {SOD}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
P43409425  BECKLEY'S KAYELA 142

CE 3.0 (.25); BW 2.2 (.21); WW 56 (.19); YW 84 (.19); SC 1.0 (.15); MM 23 (.13); M&G 95.4; MCE 1.2 (.14); MCW 175 (.15); UDDR 1.10 (.14); TEAT 1.20 (.15); CW 78 (.03); FAT -0.005 (.03); REA 0.40 (.03); MARB 0.03 (.03); BMI$ 395; BII$ 466; CHB$ 100

• Her dam was a past Kentucky Beef Expo top selling female and Tennessee State Fair Grand Champion.
• She is bred to calve Jan. 9, 2019, to KT Small Town Kid 5051, then pasture exposed April 12 to Sept. 10, 2018, to PHH Rock Ridge Courageous 385. Examined safe to AI.
• Consigned by Rock Ridge Farms, Versailles, Ky.

KT Small Town Kid 5051 — Service Sire for Lots 5 and 8

PHH PCC 2029 BLAZER 577 ET
P43611993 — Calved: April 24, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 577/RE PHH

Cow

H MHC NR 980 WYARNO 9500 ET {SOD}{DLF,IEF}
H/TSR/CH/Full Throttle ET {SOD}{CHB}
P43425006  R SWEET RED WINE 039 {SOD}{DLF,IEF}
R MISS WRANGLER 207 {SOD}{DLF,IEF}

CE -4.7 (.26); BW 3.1 (.26); WW 57 (.24); YW 93 (.24); SC 0.5 (.18); MM 26 (.20); M&G 95.4; MCE -4.4 (.15); MCW 175 (.24); UDDR 1.10 (.25); TEAT 1.10 (.25); CW 71 (.03); FAT -0.005 (.03); REA 0.39 (.03); MARB 0.15 (.03); BMI$ 347; BII$ 422; CHB$ 112

• 577 is a maternal sister to famous Denver Champion and leading AI sire, RST Times A Wastin 0124.
• Lot 6A — Bull calf at side born Sept. 27, 2018, sired by PHH Rock Ridge Courageous 385.
• Consigned by Rock Ridge Farms, Versailles, Ky.

H/TSR/Ch/Full Throttle ET — Sire of Lots 6 and 16

ASM 308 100W MISS ADAIR 4063 ET

Cow

KCF BENNETT 3008 M326 {SOD}{DLF,IEF}
NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET {SOD}{CHB}
P43002897  MISS MARK K 111 {DOD}

CE 2.6 (.37); BW 1.6 (.43); WW 55 (.39); YW 90 (.40); SC 1.3 (.32); MM 32 (.24); M&G 60; MCE 8.1 (.23); MCW 123 (.32); UDDR 1.00 (.45); TEAT 1.00 (.46); CW 78 (.10); FAT 0.005 (.10); REA 0.54 (.10); MARB 0.21 (.10); BMI$ 395; BII$ 472; CHBS 129

• A direct daughter of the famed Matheny donor 308. Bred to calve Jan. 9, 2019, to DPH LH BF Launch 1310, then pasture exposed from April 12 to Sept. 10, 2018, to PHH Rock Ridge Courageous 385. Examined safe to AI.
• Consigned by Rock Ridge Farms, Versailles, Ky.

ASM 308 100W MISS ADAIR 4063 ET (DLF, HY, IEF)

Cow

KCF BENNETT 3008 M326 {SOD}{DLF,IEF}
NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET {SOD}{DLF,IEF}
ASM 308 100W MISS ADAIR 4063 ET {SOD}{DLF,IEF}
P43494408

CE 3.1 (.25); BW 1.8 (.28); WW 53 (.20); YW 80 (.21); SC 0.9 (.14); MM 29 (.12); M&G 55; MCE 5.9 (.11); MCW 109 (.15); UDDR 1.10 (.19); TEAT 1.00 (.19); CW 68 (.10); FAT -0.025 (.03); REA 0.46 (.03); MARB 0.08 (.03); BMI$ 383; BII$ 451; CHBS 107

• Beautiful dark red daughter of PHH Rock Ridge Courageous 385.
• Consigned by Rock Ridge Farms, Versailles, Ky.
Delhaw Alana 1411 ET


TIM DURANGO 4037 (BHL) (SOD,CHB,DHF,IEF)
CRR ABOUT TIME 743 (BHL) (SOD,CHB,DHF,IEF)
P43551457

Lot 8 — DelHawk Alana 1411 ET

Four (4) Sexed Heifer IVF Embryos

H L1 Domino 3053 ET x DelHawk Alana 1411 ET

CL 1 DOMINO 955W (SOD,CHB,DHF,IEF)
H L1 DOMINO 3053 ET (SOD,CHB,DHF,IEF)
P43383983 HH MISS ADVANCE 5138 ET (XOD,DHF,IEF)

Lot 9A

Embryo

Sexed Heifer IVF Embryos

Lot 9B

Embryo

Four (4) Sexed Heifer IVF Embryos

Lot 10A

Embryo

Three (3) Embryos

Lot 10B

Embryo

Purchased in the 2017 Kentucky Autumn Harvest sale by Caleb Kernodle. Sold by Gordon Cattle Co.
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LCC FBF Time Traveler 480 — Sire of Lots 13A and 14A

13 BECKLEY 2005Z WHITNEY 5039


Cow

CHURCHILL SENSATION 02X  {DLF,HYF,IEF}  CHURCHILL LADY 7202T ET  {DLF,HYF,IEF}
BDG T216 KNIGHT 40K  {DLF,HYF,IEF}
UPS DOMINO 3027  {DLF,HYF,IEF}

CE 7.0 (.25); BW 0.7 (.35); WW 47 (.27); YW 76 (.28); SC 1.0 (.12); MM 28 (.17); M&G 52; MCE 1.7 (.10); MCW 71 (.13); DTHR 1.70 (.32); CW 73 (.03); FAT 0.055 (.03); REA 0.37 (.03); MARB 0.37 (.03); BMI$ 297; BII$ 375; CHB$ 112

• Beautiful 3-year-old with an amazing udder. We are retaining her heifer calf from last year so we decided to offer this young female.
• Sells open.
• Lot 13A — Heifer calf (P43953569), Tattoo: 8043, born Sept. 3, 2018, sired by LCC FBF Time Traveler 480. BW 72 lb.
• Consigned by Beckley Herefords, Ravenna, Ky.

14 BECKLEY 4217 WINONA 4031 ET


Cow

REMITALL ONLINE 122L  {DLF,HYF,IEF}  REMITALL EMBRACER 8E  {SOD}{HYF}
JJD ONSTAR 4217 REMITALL CATALINA 24H
BOYD QUEEN TEN 6041 DR ACHIEVER 8403  {SOD}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

CE -4.7 (.24); BW 5.1 (.27); WW 53 (.20); YW 90 (.20); SC 0.5 (.15); MM 20 (.19); M&G 47; MCE 0.6 (.11); MCW 93 (.14); TEAT 1.00 (.34); CW 62 (.03); FAT 0.005 (.03); REA 0.36 (.03); MARB 0.08 (.03); BMI$ 256; BII$ 318; CHB$ 104

• Very strong cow family here. Full sister produced our very popular fall heifer consignment at this past year’s beef expo. Her calf at side would be a full sister in blood to the $5,750 heifer that sold to Garry Allen Taylor.
• Sells open.
• Lot 14A — Heifer calf (P43953568), Tattoo: 480, born Sept. 24, 2018, sired by LCC FBF Time Traveler 480. BW 76 lb.
• Consigned by Beckley Herefords, Ravenna, Ky.

15 AM 4040 LINDSAY 840F

P263956 — Calved: Feb. 1, 2018 — Tattoo: BE 840F

Cow

BOYD FT KNOX 17X XZ40 440L  {DLF,HYF,IEF}
DSS MY EYES ADORE U DHZ5  {DLF,HYF,IEF}

CE 10.4 (P); BW 0.6 (P); WW 56 (P); YW 87 (P); SC 1.2 (P); MM 24 (P); M&G 52; MCE 9.8 (P); MCW 85 (P); UDDR 1.35 (P); TEAT 1.50 (P); CW 64 (P); FAT 0.045 (P); REA 0.36 (P); MARB 0.17 (P); BMI$ 351; BII$ 428; CHB$ 105

• A beautiful February heifer calf sired by one of the best young sires in the breed, Ft Knox. She’s nice fronted and great structured with the look of a show heifer, who is out of an exceptional R Leader 6964 2-year-old.
• Consigned by Matheny Herefords, Mayfield, Ky.

16 ASM TBM 43A NATALIE 727E


Cow

H WCC/WB 668 WYARNO 9500 ET  {DLF,HYF,IEF}
TH JWR SOP 16G 57G TUNDRA 63N  {SOD}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
H/TSR/CHEZ/FULL THROTTLE ET  {DLF,HYF,IEF}

CE 2.4 (.26); BW 2.1 (.36); WW 55 (.28); YW 89 (.26); SC 0.5 (.15); MM 28 (.17); M&G 55; MCE -4.5 (.14); MCW 115 (.17); UDDR 1.20 (.23); TEAT 1.30 (.23); CW 76 (.03); FAT 0.025 (.03); REA 0.52 (.03); MARB 0.21 (.03); BMI$ 368; BII$ 446; CHB$ 112

• Stout made daughter of the popular Full Throttle who has seen as much use as any sire in the breed. Her dam descends from one of the most predictable cow families of Terry Powsland in Montana.
• Bred AI on June 30, 2018 to MSU TCF Revolution 4R.
• Consigned by Matheny Herefords, Mayfield, Ky.

TDP Peanut 5X — Grandmother of Lot 16

ASM 122L Miss 70S ET — Grandmother of Lot 15
Lot 19 — Grassy Run Carla 5012 ET

HPC EMBASSY FORT KNOX E914

P43948972 — Calved: Sept. 24, 2017 — Tattoo: BE E914

Boyd Ft Knox 17Y X25 4040

17

PRE-CE 10.3 (.42); BW -0.5 (.73); WW 52 (.57); YW 78 (.55); SC 1.0 (.36); MM 24 (.22); M&G 50; MCE 6.8 (.21); MCW 68 (.29); UDDR 1.40 (.41); TEAT 1.70 (.40); CW 49 (.25); FAT 0.045 (.27); REA 0.31 (.23); MARB 0.16 (.24); BMIS 362; BIIS 436; CHBS 87

Buy this guy for replacement females, udder quality and calving ease.

Consigned by HomePlace Cattle Co., Staffordsville, Ky.

Lot 19A — Grassy Run Carla 8069

HPC STIMULUS FORT KNOX E905

P43948971 — Calved: Sept. 16, 2017 — Tattoo: BE E905

Boyd Ft Knox 17Y X25 4040

18

PRE-CE 10.3 (.42); BW -0.5 (.73); WW 52 (.57); YW 78 (.55); SC 1.0 (.36); MM 24 (.22); M&G 50; MCE 6.8 (.21); MCW 68 (.29); UDDR 1.40 (.41); TEAT 1.70 (.40); CW 49 (.25); FAT 0.045 (.27); REA 0.31 (.23); MARB 0.16 (.24); BMIS 362; BIIS 436; CHBS 87

A very strong cow pedigree comes with this yearling. The first Ft Knox daughters in production are exceptional.

Sells open.

Consigned by HomePlace Cattle Co., Staffordsville, Ky.
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Lot 20A — Grassy Run Marie 8058

Grassy Run Super Sport 04X ET — Sire of Lot 20

Grassy Run Marie 5029

Cow

GRASSY RUN SUPER SPORT 04X ET (DLF,HYF,IEF)
P43566818
GRASSY RUN MARIE 3039
GRANDVIEW CMR LADY GARRET U362
TH 223 71I VICTOR 4067 ET (CHB,HYF,DLF)

GRASSY RUN SUPER SPORT 04X ET (DLF,HYF,IEF)
P43566818
TH 223 71I VICTOR 4067 ET (CHB,HYF,DLF)

CE 2.3 (.28); BW 1.7 (.37); WW 49 (.27); YW 79 (.27); SC 0.4 (.11); MM 24 (.17); M&G 49; MCE -0.9 (.16); UDDR 1.30 (.32); TEAT 1.30 (.33); EW 57 (.03); FAT -0.005 (.03); REA 0.36 (.03); MARB 0.01 (.03); BMIS 329; BKS 378; CHBS 98

• One of our top cow families
• Super productive female.

GRASSY RUN MARIE 8058

Cow

P43951319 — Calved: Feb. 19, 2018 — Tattoo: LE 8058
TH 710 71I VICTOR HEREFORD 11X (CHB,HYF,DLF)
P43523277
GRASSY RUN MARIE 5029
GRANDVIEW CMR LADY GARRET U362
TH 223 71I VICTOR 4067 ET (CHB,HYF,DLF)

TH 223 71I VICTOR 4067 ET (CHB,HYF,DLF)

CE 1.8 (.25); BW 3.0 (.34); WW 55 (.21); YW 86 (.21); SC 0.5 (.12); MM 26 (.12); M&G 53; MCE 0.3 (.10); MCW 84 (.12); UDDR 1.30 (.18); TEAT 1.30 (.18); CW 68 (.03); FAT 0.005 (.03); REA 0.48 (.03); MARB 0.02 (.03); BMIS 369; BKS 435; CHBS 105

• Flawless structure, great on feet and legs.
• Dark red and red necked.

MISS GHF LEADING EDGE 110 605

Cow

P43702365 — Calved: Feb. 28, 2016 — Tattoo: RE 605
BOYD MATERIAL EDGE 1049 (CHB,HYF,DLF)
P43710678
Boyd Gracie 8058
GRASSY RUN TERRI 10Y
GRANDVIEW CMR LADY GARRET U362
TH 112 71I VICTOR 417X ET (CHB,HYF,DLF)

TH 112 71I VICTOR 417X ET (CHB,HYF,DLF)

CE 2.8 (.24); BW 2.7 (.35); WW 50 (.25); YW 85 (.22); SC 0.8 (.10); MM 24 (.14); M&G 49; MCE 4.3 (.12); MCW 79 (1.11); UDDR 1.00 (.28); TEAT 1.00 (.29); CW 68 (.03); FAT 0.015 (.03); REA 0.28 (.03); MARB 0.04 (.03); BMIS 331; BKS 393; CHBS 105

• Long bodied 2-year-old.
• First calf was highest WDA on the farm.
• Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2018 to TH 60A 400Z Empire 359C.
• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms, LLC, Winfield, W.Va.

GRASSY RUN LEADING LADY 8084

Cow

P43951346 — Calved: March 27, 2018 — Tattoo: LE 8084
Boyd Material Edge 1049 (CHB,HYF,DLF)
P43702365
GRANDVIEW CMR LADY GARRET U362
TH 112 71I VICTOR 417X ET (CHB,HYF,DLF)

TH 112 71I VICTOR 417X ET (CHB,HYF,DLF)

CE 2.1 (.23); BW 2.8 (.23); WW 49 (.13); YW 82 (.13); SC 0.8 (.06); MM 23 (.07); M&G 48; MCE 2.9 (.08); MCW 85 (.06); UDDR 1.10 (.12); TEAT 1.20 (.12); CW 64 (.03); FAT 0.015 (.03); REA 0.31 (.03); MARB 0.06 (.03); BMIS 339; BKS 402; CHBS 98

• Growthy late March heifer.
• Tremendous length of body.
• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms, LLC, Winfield, W.Va.
Lot 23A — Grassy Run Anchor 8068

**Cow**

- Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2018 to TH 60A 400Z Empire 359C. Safe in calf.
- Pedigree is stacked with donors.
- Hard working young cow, first calf at 21 months.

**Breed Information**

- BII$ 395; CHB$ 102 (.17); M&G 45; MCE 6.7 (.14); MCW 76 (.12); UDDR 1.30 (.31); TEAT 1.20 CE 3.1 (.25); BW 2.6 (.21); WW 45 (.17); YW 71 (.18); SC 0.8 (.12); MM 24 (.13); M&G 45; MCE 4.2 (.11); MCW 80 (.12); UDDR 1.30 (.18); TEAT 1.30 (.18); CW 67 (.53); FAT 0.005 (.03); REA 0.34 (.03); MARB 0.18 (.03); BMIS 351; BIIS 414; CHBS 111
- Deep bodied with a cool look.

---

Lot 23 — Grassy Run Anchor 8068

**Cow**

- Pasture exposed March 25 to May 1, 2018 to Grassy Run Super Sport 04X. Safe in calf.
- Bred to be short teated with ample milk flow.

**Breed Information**

- Growthy, high performance female.
- 414Y daughters are gorgeous cows.
- 0.45 (.03); MARB -0.06 (.06); BMI$ 276; BII$ 344; CHB$ 94; (0.12); CW 69 (.03); FAT 0.025 (.08); REA 0.9 (.13); SCF 12.0 (.10); MM 24 (.14); M&G 57; MCE -0.6 (.11); MCW 89 (.12); UDDR 1.10 (.31); TEAT 1.10 (.20); CW 69 (.53); FAT 0.005 (.03); REA 0.34 (.03); MARB 0.20 (.03); BMIS 302; BIIS 371; CHBS 95
- Growthy, high performance female.
- bred to be short teated with ample milk flow.
- Pasture exposed March 25 to May 1, 2018 to Grassy Run Super Sport 04X. Safe in calf.

---

Lot 24 — Grassy Run Anchor 7035

**Cow**

- Great personality.
- Deep bodied with a cool look.

**Breed Information**

- CE 5.9 (.26); BW 1.8 (.32); WW 53 (.23); YW 84 (.21); SC 1.0 (.11); MM 24 (.11); M&G 50; MCE 2.7 (.11); MCW 97 (.11); UDDR 1.40 (.17); TEAT 1.20 (.17); CW 57 (.53); FAT 0.025 (.03); REA 0.33 (.03); MARB 0.32 (.03); BMIS 352; BIIS 436; CHBS 94
- Will be one of the first 5089 daughters to come into production.
- Stems back to the great Star Lake donor Carla 35J.
- Pasture exposed March 25 to May 1, 2018 to Grassy Run Super Sport 04X. Safe in calf.

---

Lot 25 — Grassy Run Anchor 7067

**Cow**

- Great personality.
- Stems back to the great Star Lake donor Carla 35J.
- Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2018 to TH 60A 400Z Empire 359C. Safe in calf.

**Breed Information**

- CE 3.4 (.25); BW 2.1 (.33); WW 49 (.23); YW 84 (.22); SC 0.9 (.10); MM 25 (.11); M&G 50; MCE 0.9 (.10); MCW 94 (.11); UDDR 1.30 (.17); TEAT 1.30 (.17); CW 56 (.03); FAT 0.015 (.03); REA 0.34 (.03); MARB 0.20 (.03); BMIS 302; BIIS 371; CHBS 95
- Growthy, high performance female.
- Bred to be short teated with ample milk flow.
- Pasture exposed March 25 to May 1, 2018 to Grassy Run Super Sport 04X. Safe in calf.
Lot 27 — Grassy Run Rachael 7070

Lot 28 — Grassy Run Jewell 7111

Lot 30 — WAM Z515 Taylor Z720

Lot 31 — CHF W02 Rachel 7047
Lot 32 — MPH 64B Fantasy E72

• Consigned by Rising Creek Farm, Oak Hill, Ohio.
• Pasture exposed June 11 to Nov. 2018 to ECA 72 Editor 10Y 7EE.
• BEV is a young, dark red cow doing a very good job. I'm retaining a heifer calf of BEV's.

CE -1.7 (.25); BW 4.7 (.33); WW 56 (.24); YW 85 (.22); SC 0.6 (.13); MM 29 (.13); M&C 57; MCE 1.0 (.10); MCW 75 (.14); UDDR 1.20 (.15); TEAT 1.30 (.15); CW 60 (.08); FAT -0.025 (.09); REA 0.38 (.08); MARB 0.29 (.08); BMIS 280; BII$ 344; CHB$ 99
• High capacity with extra performance.
• Maternally gifted.
• Pasture exposed March 25 to June 30, 2018 to Grassy Run Downtown 5089 ET. Safe in calf.

Lot 33 — DSNK 202 250 EUPHORIA 732E

• Consigned by Harlee and Wyatt Watson, Flemington, Ky.
• Sells open with brood cow potential.
• Lots of performance in this female with tons of shape and dimension throughout.

CE 2.5 (.22); BW 2.7 (.25); WW 50 (.18); YW 82 (.16); SC 0.8 (.08); MM 25 (.12); M&C 50; MCE -0.6 (.08); MCW 93 (.09); UDDR 1.10 (.16); TEAT 1.10 (.16); CW 67 (.03); FAT 0.035 (.03); REA 0.47 (.03); MARB 0.18 (.03); BMIS 369; BII$ 441; CHB$ 104
• Predictable maternal pedigree
• Dark red, fully pigmented
• Pasture exposed March 25 to June 30, 2018 to Grassy Run Downtown 5089 ET. Safe in calf.

Lot 34 — HWW WCW PATSY 5E

• Consigned by Boyd Worldwide 9050 ET — Sire of Lots 34 and 35
• Boyd Worldwide 9050 ET daughter out of a KJCJJ 618U Chevy 454Y daughter. Will make an excellent cow.

CE 4.3 (.27); BW 2.7 (.26); WW 54 (.22); YW 81 (.21); SC 0.8 (.14); MM 26 (.17); M&C 53; MCE -1.7 (.13); MCW 59 (.15); UDDR 1.40 (.20); TEAT 1.50 (.20); CW 52 (.03); FAT -0.015 (.03); REA 0.33 (.03); MARB 0.08 (.03); BMIS 340; BII$ 408; CHBS 82
• Lots of performance in this female with tons of shape and dimension throughout.
• Sells open with brood cow potential.

Lot 35 — HWW WCW BUCKLE DUNNY 96E

• Consigned by Boyd Worldwide 9050 ET daughter out of a KJCJJ 618U Chevy 454Y daughter. Will make an excellent cow.
• The Chevy females have beautiful udders as cows. Add those traits with Worldwide's calving ease, and this will be a cow with years of longevity in your herd.

CE 5.3 (.28); BW 1.7 (.30); WW 53 (.25); YW 78 (.24); SC 0.9 (.16); MM 25 (.18); M&C 52; MCE 0.0 (.14); MCW 67 (.17); UDDR 1.30 (.21); TEAT 1.40 (.22); CW 50 (.03); FAT -0.005 (.03); REA 0.39 (.03); MARB 0.09 (.03); BMIS 357; BII$ 427; CHBS 79
• Boyd Worldwide 9905 ET daughter out of a KJCJJ 618U Chevy 454Y daughter. Will make an excellent cow.
• The Chevy females have beautiful udders as cows. Add those traits with Worldwide’s calving ease, and this will be a cow with years of longevity in your herd.

Lot 36 — RCF 20Z BEV CO2

• Consigned by Rising Creek Farm, Oak Hill, Ohio.
• Dam: CE -0.8 (.22); BW 2.7 (.34); WW 37 (.23); YW 56 (.24); SC 0.8 (.10); MM 17 (.16); M&C 36; MCE 0.2 (.09); MCW 63 (.15); UDDR 1.10 (.18); TEAT 1.10 (.18); CW 45 (.03); FAT 0.015 (.03); REA 0.05 (.03); MARB 0.09 (.03); BMIS 309; BII$ 362; CHBS 76
• BEV is a young, dark red cow doing a very good job. I’m retaining a heifer calf of BEV’s.
• Pasture exposed June 11 to Nov. 2018 to ECA 72 Editor 10Y 7EE.

Lot 37 — RCF 20Z EMMA DO7

• Consigned by Rising Creek Farm, Oak Hill, Ohio.
• Dam: CE -7.1 (.21); BW 5.1 (.15); WW 47 (.12); YW 78 (.13); SC 0.6 (.08); MM 20 (.10); M&C 44; MCE -5.3 (.07); MCW 88 (.08); UDDR 1.20 (.12); TEAT 1.20 (.12); CW 51 (.03); FAT -0.005 (.03); REA 0.33 (.03); MARB 0.04 (.03); BMIS 308; BII$ 365; CHBS 89
• Emma is a nice dark red heifer.
• Pasture exposed June 11 to Nov. 2018 to ECA 72 Editor 10Y 7EE.
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ASM 122L Miss 705 ET — Grandmother of Lot 38

**Lot 43 - Bull Calf**
- **Consigned by:** MPH Polled Herefords and Ridgeway Farm, Owensboro, Ky.
- **Tattoo:** 189F
- **Born:** Sept. 2, 2018
- **Sired by:** Ridgeway Roundup B68

This first calf heifer will be our first offering by our herd bull 736W. She has an excellent bull 210; BII$ 257; CHB$ 84 (.08); M&G 36; MCE -3.3 (.04); MCW 69 (.06); UDDR 1.20 (.19); TEAT 1.20 (.19); CW 60 (.03); FAT 0.005 (.03); REA 0.41 (.03); MARB 0.14 (.03); BMIS 408; BIS 479; CHBS 98

- This heifer has the pedigree and production numbers to become a valued herd addition.

- **Consigned by** Weinel Farm, Alexandria, Ky.
- **Sells open.**

**Lot 44 - Bull Calf**
- **Consigned by:** MPH Polled Herefords and Ridgeway Farm, Owensboro, Ky.
- **Tattoo:** 219
- **Born:** Sept. 2, 2018
- **Sired by:** Ridgeway Roundup B68

This first calf heifer will be our first offering by our herd bull 736W. She has an excellent bull 210; BII$ 257; CHB$ 84 (.08); M&G 36; MCE -3.3 (.04); MCW 69 (.06); UDDR 1.20 (.19); TEAT 1.20 (.19); CW 60 (.03); FAT 0.005 (.03); REA 0.41 (.03); MARB 0.14 (.03); BMIS 408; BIS 479; CHBS 98

- This heifer has the pedigree and production numbers to become a valued herd addition.

- **Consigned by** Weinel Farm, Alexandria, Ky.
- **Sells open.**

---

**Lot 38 - Cow**
- **Consigned by:** MPH Polled Herefords and Ridgeway Farm, Owensboro, Ky.
- **Tattoo:** E2
- **Born:** Oct. 13, 2017

This heifer is deep bodied with spring of rib. Her dam and sisters have milk to spare.

- **Consigned by** Weinel Farm, Alexandria, Ky.
- **Sells open.**

---

**Lot 39 - Cow**
- **Consigned by:** MPH Polled Herefords and Ridgeway Farm, Owensboro, Ky.
- **Tattoo:** E6
- **Born:** Oct. 13, 2017

This heifer will be a moderate built cow with a good udder and disposition if she takes after her dam and grandam.

- **Consigned by** Weinel Farm, Alexandria, Ky.
- **Sells open.**

---

**Lot 40 - Cow**
- **Consigned by:** MPH Polled Herefords and Ridgeway Farm, Owensboro, Ky.
- **Tattoo:** E8
- **Born:** Oct. 13, 2017

This heifer is deep bodied with spring of rib. Her dam and sisters have milk to spare.

- **Consigned by** Weinel Farm, Alexandria, Ky.
- **Sells open.**

---

**Lot 41 - Cow**
- **Consigned by:** MPH Polled Herefords and Ridgeway Farm, Owensboro, Ky.
- **Tattoo:** E14
- **Born:** Oct. 13, 2017

This is a heifer that stems from Ragan’s first show heifer. She is dark red, sound and has plenty of leg.

- **Consigned by** Weinel Farm, Alexandria, Ky.
- **Sells open.**

---

**Lot 42 - Cow**
- **Consigned by:** MPH Polled Herefords and Ridgeway Farm, Owensboro, Ky.
- **Tattoo:** E18
- **Born:** Oct. 13, 2017

This heifer will be a moderate built cow with a good udder and disposition if she takes after her dam and grandam.

- **Consigned by** Weinel Farm, Alexandria, Ky.
**Cow**

**PF CELEBRITY TIME 14A**

Consigned by Munday's Farm, Versailles, Ky.


Sells open.

CHB$ 106

FAT 0.000 (P); REA 0.28 (P); MARB -0.01 (P); BMI$ 336; BII$ 388; 40; MCE 3.6 (P); MCW 77 (P); UDDR 1.15 (P); TEAT 1.10 (P); BW -0.1 (28); WW 57 (72); YW 81 (16); SC 0.9 (16); MM 24 (16); M&R 52; MCE 1.8 (13); MCW 92 (15); UDDR 1.20 (20); TEAT 1.20 (20); CW 60 (0.3); FAT 0.005 (0.3); REA 0.39 (0.3); MARB 0.11 (0.3); BMI$ 340; BII$ 413; CHB$ 78

**MUNDAYS’ BV STORMY**

Consigned by Munday's Farm, Versailles, Ky.


Sells open.

CHB$ 99

FAT 0.000 (P); REA 0.26 (P); MARB 0.08 (P); BMI$ 326; BII$ 387; 45; MCE -1.1 (P); MCW 74 (P); UDDR 1.05 (P); TEAT 1.10 (P); BW 3.9 (P); WW 46 (P); YW 74 (P); SC 0.6 (P); MM 22 (P); M&R 45; MCE -2.1 (P); MCW 74 (P); UDDR 1.05 (P); TEAT 1.10 (P); CW 54 (P); FAT 0.000 (P); REA 0.26 (P); MARB 0.08 (P); BMI$ 326; BII$ 387; CHB$ 90

**MUNDAYS’ BV FROSTY**

Consigned by Munday's Farm, Versailles, Ky.

Lot 49A — Heifer calf, born Sept. 29, 2018, sired by Munday's BV Big Brown (P43612014).

Sells open.

CHB$ 78

FAT 0.015 (P); REA 0.05 (P); MARB 0.14 (P); BMI$ 340; BII$ 413; 44; MCE -5.4 (P); MCW 75 (P); UDDR 1.05 (P); TEAT 1.00 (P); BW 3.9 (P); WW 46 (P); YW 74 (P); SC 0.6 (P); MM 22 (P); M&R 45; MCE -2.1 (P); MCW 74 (P); UDDR 1.05 (P); TEAT 1.10 (P); CW 54 (P); FAT 0.000 (P); REA 0.26 (P); MARB 0.08 (P); BMI$ 326; BII$ 387; CHB$ 90

**DF RAGGEDY ANN**

Consigned by Jennifer Huhn, c/o Munday's Farm, Versailles, Ky.

Lot 50A — Heifer calf, born Aug. 13, 2018, sired by TH 49U 797T Sheyenne 3X.

Sells open.

CHB$ 51; CHS 79

CE -9.1 (.23); BW 5.7 (.25); WW 56 (.18); YW 86 (1.7); SC 0.7 (.10); MM 27 (.12); M&R 55; MCE -6.0 (.99); MCW 72 (.10); UDDR 1.00 (.14); TEAT 1.00 (.14); CW 49 (.03); FAT 0.005 (.03); REA 0.29 (.03); MARB 0.07 (.03); BMI$ 436; BII$ 51; CHS 79

• Sire:
  - CE 16.4 (.61);
  - BW -2.8 (.88);
  - WW 64 (.82);
  - YW 89 (.79);
  - SC 1.3 (.61);
  - MM 25 (.53);
  - M&R 57;
  - MCE 3.9 (.39);
  - MCW 84 (.51);
  - UDDR 1.30 (.72);
  - TEAT 1.30 (.73);
  - CW 62 (.41);
  - FAT 0.015 (.44);
  - REA 0.41 (.40);
  - MARB 0.28 (.39);
  - BMIS 340; BIIIS 430; CHS 102.

• Dam:
  - CE 2.6 (.40);
  - BW 42 (.63);
  - WW 38 (.27);
  - YW 66 (.24);
  - SC 0.5 (.12);
  - MM 21 (.22);
  - M&R 40;
  - MCE -4.4 (.14);
  - MCW 79 (.16);
  - UDDR 1.10 (.31);
  - TEAT 1.10 (.32);
  - CW 46 (.03);
  - FAT 0.045 (.03);
  - REA 0.05 (.03);
  - MARB 0.04 (.03);
  - BMIS 237; BIIIS 285; CHS 83.

• Sells open.

Lot 45A — Steer calf, born July 21, 2018, sired by Munday’s BV Big Brown (P43612014).

• Consigned by Munday's Farm, Versailles, Ky.

Lot 46A — Steer calf, born July 21, 2018, sired by Munday’s BV Big Brown (P43612014).

• Consigned by Munday's Farm, Versailles, Ky.


• Consigned by Munday's Farm, Versailles, Ky.

Lot 49A — Heifer calf, born Sept. 29, 2018, sired by Munday’s BV Big Brown (P43612014).

• Consigned by Munday's Farm, Versailles, Ky.
SHCC TABATHA 079 8135  
**Cow**

- Calved: March 23, 2018 — Tattoo: LE 8135
- **Sire:** CE -0.5 (.27); BW 4.3 (.34); WW 62 (.21); YW 86 (.27); SC 1.1 (.21); MM 23 (.14); M&G 54; MCE 0.7 (.12); MCW 113 (.15); UDDR 1.20 (.20); TEAT 1.20 (.21); CW 66 (.03); FAT –0.015 (.03); REA 0.62 (.03); MARB –0.08 (.03); BMIS 332; BIIS 396; CHBS 101
- **Consigned by Smith Family Farm, Brandenburg, Ky.**
- **Dehorned.**
- **Sired by Chez AA Next Level, maternal brother to Full Throttle. Next Level was the 2015 Black Hills Stock Show Champion Hereford Bull and overall high selling bull.**
- **Bred AI on May 11, 2018 to EXR Sensation 6025 (Homozygous Polled), then pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 1, 2018, to Perks 4021 Home Track 6011. Safe to AI date.**
- **Sired by Chez AA Next Level, paternal brother to Full Throttle. Next Level was the 2015 Black Hills Stock Show Champion Hereford Bull and overall high selling bull.**
- **Out of the cow that produced the high selling Hereford bull at the IBEP 2014 Winter Test (Purdue Bull Test).**
- **Bred AI on May 11, 2018 to EXR Sensation 6025 (Homozygous Polled), then pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 1, 2018, to Perks 4021 Home Track 6011. Safe to AI date.**

JC 454Y HOOSIER LADY 34C  
**Cow**

- **Sire:** CE -0.5 (.27); BW 4.3 (.34); WW 62 (.21); YW 86 (.27); SC 1.1 (.21); MM 23 (.14); M&G 54; MCE 0.7 (.12); MCW 113 (.15); UDDR 1.20 (.20); TEAT 1.20 (.21); CW 66 (.03); FAT –0.015 (.03); REA 0.62 (.03); MARB –0.08 (.03); BMIS 332; BIIS 396; CHBS 101
- **Consigned by Smith Family Farm, Brandenburg, Ky.**
- **Dehorned.**
- **Sired by Chez AA Next Level, maternal brother to Full Throttle. Next Level was the 2015 Black Hills Stock Show Champion Hereford Bull and overall high selling bull.**
- **Bred AI on May 11, 2018 to EXR Sensation 6025 (Homozygous Polled), then pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 1, 2018, to Perks 4021 Home Track 6011. Safe to AI date.**

F HOMETOWN GAL 52C  
**Cow**

- Calved: Jan. 21, 2015 — Tattoo: BE 52C
- **Sire:** CE -0.5 (.27); BW 4.3 (.34); WW 62 (.21); YW 86 (.27); SC 1.1 (.21); MM 23 (.14); M&G 54; MCE 0.7 (.12); MCW 113 (.15); UDDR 1.20 (.20); TEAT 1.20 (.21); CW 66 (.03); FAT –0.015 (.03); REA 0.62 (.03); MARB –0.08 (.03); BMIS 332; BIIS 396; CHBS 101
- **Consigned by Mark Feemster, Cambridge City, Ind.**
- **Dehorned.**
- **Sired by Chez AA Next Level, maternal brother to Full Throttle. Next Level was the 2015 Black Hills Stock Show Champion Hereford Bull and overall high selling bull.**
- **Out of the cow that produced the high selling Hereford bull at the IBEP 2014 Winter Test (Purdue Bull Test).**
- **Bred AI on May 11, 2018 to EXR Sensation 6025 (Homozygous Polled), then pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 1, 2018, to Perks 4021 Home Track 6011. Safe to AI date.**

MF SWEET & SASSY 75E  
**Cow**

- **Sire:** CE -0.5 (.27); BW 4.3 (.34); WW 62 (.21); YW 86 (.27); SC 1.1 (.21); MM 23 (.14); M&G 54; MCE 0.7 (.12); MCW 113 (.15); UDDR 1.20 (.20); TEAT 1.20 (.21); CW 66 (.03); FAT –0.015 (.03); REA 0.62 (.03); MARB –0.08 (.03); BMIS 332; BIIS 396; CHBS 101
- **Consigned by Mark Feemster, Cambridge City, Ind.**
- **Dehorned.**
- **Sired by Chez AA Next Level, maternal brother to Full Throttle. Next Level was the 2015 Black Hills Stock Show Champion Hereford Bull and overall high selling bull.**
- **Out of the cow that produced the high selling Hereford bull at the IBEP 2014 Winter Test (Purdue Bull Test).**
- **Bred AI on May 11, 2018 to EXR Sensation 6025 (Homozygous Polled), then pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 1, 2018, to Perks 4021 Home Track 6011. Safe to AI date.**
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**C&L NJB Belle 30N — Grandmother of Lot 51**

**53**

TC VICTOR H27  
**Bull**

- **Sire:** CE -0.5 (.27); BW 4.3 (.34); WW 62 (.21); YW 86 (.27); SC 1.1 (.21); MM 23 (.14); M&G 54; MCE 0.7 (.12); MCW 113 (.15); UDDR 1.20 (.20); TEAT 1.20 (.21); CW 66 (.03); FAT –0.015 (.03); REA 0.62 (.03); MARB –0.08 (.03); BMIS 332; BIIS 396; CHBS 101
- **Consigned by HB Farm, Hindman, Ky.**
- **Dehorned.**
- **Sired by Chez AA Next Level, maternal brother to Full Throttle. Next Level was the 2015 Black Hills Stock Show Champion Hereford Bull and overall high selling bull.**
- **Out of the cow that produced the high selling Hereford bull at the IBEP 2014 Winter Test (Purdue Bull Test).**
- **Bred AI on May 11, 2018 to EXR Sensation 6025 (Homozygous Polled), then pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 1, 2018, to Perks 4021 Home Track 6011. Safe to AI date.**

## F HOMETOWN GAL 52C

**54**

**55**

## MF SWEET & SASSY 75E

**52**
**HFR HOMETOWN ROBIN 34F**

Cow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPD WW</th>
<th>M&amp;G</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MCW</th>
<th>UDDR</th>
<th>TEAT</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Consigned by Hubbard Ridge Farm, LLC, Harrodsburg, Ky.

---

**HFR LADY LINDA 59F**

Cow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPD WW</th>
<th>M&amp;G</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MCW</th>
<th>UDDR</th>
<th>TEAT</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Consigned by Hubbard Ridge Farm, LLC, Harrodsburg, Ky.

---

**CHF FAYE 3001 32F**

Cow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPD WW</th>
<th>M&amp;G</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MCW</th>
<th>UDDR</th>
<th>TEAT</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Consigned by Hubbard Ridge Farm, LLC, Harrodsburg, Ky.

---

**CHF LADY LUCK 52Y**

Cow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPD WW</th>
<th>M&amp;G</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MCW</th>
<th>UDDR</th>
<th>TEAT</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Consigned by Hubbard Ridge Farm, LLC, Harrodsburg, Ky.

---

**HFR BRANDY TRUST 11E**

Cow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPD WW</th>
<th>M&amp;G</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MCW</th>
<th>UDDR</th>
<th>TEAT</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Consigned by Hubbard Ridge Farm, LLC, Harrodsburg, Ky.

---

**HFR 41Y JOSEY RIGHT ON**

Cow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPD WW</th>
<th>M&amp;G</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MCW</th>
<th>UDDR</th>
<th>TEAT</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Consigned by Hubbard Ridge Farm, LLC, Harrodsburg, Ky.
**Cow 63**

**P43846999 — Calved: Sept. 7, 2017 — Tattoo: BE 712**

- HYALITE ON TARGET 938 (.08)
- R LEADER 664 (.08)
- R MISS REVOLUTION 1009 (.08)
- SCCU-LAR ON TARGET 225 (.08)
- HYALITE T5 LASS 310 (.08)
- R MISS WRANGLER 3007 (.08)

**TH 22R 16S LAMBEAU 17Y (.08)**

**PCD ORP DAPHNE 410 (.08)**

**CH ANGEL 122L P600 ET (.08)**

---

**Cow 64**


- KCF BENNETT 3008 M232 (.08)
- NWJ 73S M238 TRUST 1009 ET (.08)
- NWJ P606 72N DATESTREAM 72S (.08)

**H NCO 666 664 WYANO 9500 ET (.08)**

**GRASSY RUN RACHAEL 107A (.08)**

**P43946002 MSU TCF RACHEL ET 546 (.08)**

---

**Cow 65**

**P43745447 — Calved: Sept. 22, 2016 — Tattoo: LE CF1613**

- JF VICTOR 1047 1212 (.12)
- P43351473 THM ENYETOS GAL 0824 (.12)

---

**Cow 66**

**P43639122 — Calved: March 25, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 073C/RE GBRR**

- KCF BENNETT 9126J R294 (.12)
- GERBER R294 GRETA 034Z (.12)
- KCF MISS 3008 N344 (.12)

---

**Cow 67**

**P43368070 — Calved: Oct. 6, 2012 — Tattoo: LE 226**

- EF F950 ENDURO J26 (.08)
- EREBEE J26 FELIXS T052 (.08)
- P42818096 GVHMR H131 82H M46 (.08)

**TRM 5401 PATRIOT 217S (.08)**

**EBEEF 2175 STELLA 0310 (.08)**

**P42928339 EF 216S STELLA P209 (.08)**

---

**Cow 68**

**P43436480 — Calved: July 28, 2013 — Tattoo: BE S301**

- CMF 567X PIRATE 8845 (.08)
- CMF 21E LOGAN 544K (.08)
- CMF 676 KIM 527X (.08)

---

**Cow 69**

**P43032588 CMF 795X PIRATE 8855 (.08)**

**CMF 21E LOGAN 544K (.08)**

**CMF 676 KIM 527X (.08)**

**CMF 517X KIM 527X (.08)**

**CMF 303X CASSE 108K (.08)**

**CMF 75A BONAI 578 (.08)**

**RBS MISS NICKI BC 004 (.08)**

---
### 70 KPH Cricket C615
- **Calved:** Feb. 20, 2015
- **Tattoo:** LCH 19U CENTRAL TIME ZONE 312 (KPH)
- ** sire:** P43292331
- **Dam:** S&W BROAD LADY 21P (KPH)
- **Breed:** Hereford
- **Consigned by GBW Herefords, Fincastle, Va.

#### Pedigree:
- **P43628462 NCF MISS BOOMERANG TUNDRA 1313 JWR BIG 026P TUNDRA 204X ET**
- **P43566833 NCF MISS RADAR BOOMERANG 1550 NJW 57G 12E FOREVER 67M**
- **P43292531 LCH 19U CENTRAL TIME ZONE 312 (KPH)**

#### Performance:
- CE: 7.8 (.25)
- BW: 0.7 (.34)
- WW: 47 (.25)
- YW: 79 (.26)
- SC: 0.9 (.13)
- BM: 18 (.13)
- M&G: 42
- MCE: 1.7 (.12)
- MCW: 89 (.14)
- UDDR: 1.20 (.30)
- TEAT: 1.30
- CE: -2.6 (.23)
- BW: 3.4 (.27)
- WW: 61 (.17)
- YW: 97 (.17)
- SC: 1.1 (.10)
- BM: 20 (.10)
- M&G: 45
- MCE: 3.5 (.08)
- MCW: 100 (.11)
- UDDR: 1.40 (.17)
- TEAT: 1.40 (.18)
- BW: 62 (.03)
- FAT: 0.055 (.03)
- REA: 0.30 (.03)
- MARB: 0.28 (.03)
- BMS: 374
- BII: 435
- CHB: 98

#### Description:
- Cricket is calm, very gentle and my favorite cow. She is halter broke and safe in calf. She also has a very low BMI$ 342; BII$ 413; CHB$ 93

### 71 KPH Miss Radas Boomerang 1550
- **Calved:** Aug. 1, 2015
- **Tattoo:** LCH 19U CENTRAL TIME ZONE 312 (KPH)
- ** sire:** P43566833 NCF MISS RADAR BOOMERANG 1550 NJW 57G 12E FOREVER 67M
- **Dam:** NVF X 12 ALLISON
- **Consigned by GBW Herefords, Fincastle, Va.

#### Pedigree:
- **P43628462 NCF MISS BOOMERANG TUNDRA 1313 JWR BIG 026P TUNDRA 204X ET**
- **P43566833 NCF MISS RADAR BOOMERANG 1550 NJW 57G 12E FOREVER 67M**
- **P43292531 LCH 19U CENTRAL TIME ZONE 312 (KPH)**

#### Performance:
- CE: -8.5 (.24)
- BW: 5.5 (.31)
- WW: 57 (.19)
- YW: 93 (.18)
- SC: 0.8 (.09)
- BM: 23 (.13)
- M&G: 42
- MCE: 1.7 (.12)
- MCW: 89 (.14)
- UDDR: 1.20 (.30)
- TEAT: 1.30
- CE: -8.5 (.24)
- BW: 5.5 (.31)
- WW: 57 (.19)
- YW: 93 (.18)
- SC: 0.8 (.09)
- BM: 23 (.13)
- M&G: 42
- MCE: 1.7 (.12)
- MCW: 89 (.14)
- UDDR: 1.20 (.30)
- TEAT: 1.30
- CE: -8.5 (.24)
- BW: 5.5 (.31)
- WW: 57 (.19)
- YW: 93 (.18)
- SC: 0.8 (.09)
- BM: 23 (.13)
- M&G: 42
- MCE: 1.7 (.12)
- MCW: 89 (.14)
- UDDR: 1.20 (.30)
- TEAT: 1.30

#### Description:
- This handsome fellow is calm, extremely gentle, halter broke and likes to eat out of your hand. Buxton is dark red and no topping. He is a very low birth weight Hereford. He is a full brother of our most successful sires of Distinction: Durango, About Time, Felton's Legend and Revolution. He is dark red and has a very low birth rate and is dark red. Cricket has five Sires of Distinction: Durango, About Time, Felton's Legend and Revolution and SHF Radar plus four Certified Hereford Beef sires for a balanced pedigreed. Cricket was her tail when brushed and combed ever since she was brought to our farm. About once every seven or eight months, Cricket will approach me in the pasture and moo. I give her some feed from the barn then she returns to the herd. At times I will have observed her allowing other calves to nurse without kicking them at her. She is the second cow in twenty years to allow that nursing.

### 72 GBW Buxtons Red Ruth
- **Calved:** Feb. 21, 2017
- **Tattoo:** LCH 19U CENTRAL TIME ZONE 312 (KPH)
- ** sire:** P43566833 NCF MISS RADAR BOOMERANG 1550 NJW 57G 12E FOREVER 67M
- **Dam:** NVF X 12 ALLISON
- **Consigned by GBW Herefords, Fincastle, Va.

#### Pedigree:
- **P43566833 NCF MISS RADAR BOOMERANG 1550 NJW 57G 12E FOREVER 67M**
- **P43628462 NCF MISS BOOMERANG TUNDRA 1313 JWR BIG 026P TUNDRA 204X ET**
- **P43292531 LCH 19U CENTRAL TIME ZONE 312 (KPH)**

#### Performance:
- CE: -0.9 (.24)
- BW: 3.2 (.19)
- WW: 60 (.15)
- YW: 96 (.15)
- SC: 1.1 (.10)
- BM: 20 (.10)
- M&G: 50
- MCE: 3.5 (.08)
- MCW: 106 (.11)
- UDDR: 1.30 (.18)
- TEAT: 1.40 (.18)
- BW: 61 (.03)
- FAT: 0.035 (.03)
- REA: 0.29 (.03)
- MARB: 0.18 (.03)
- BMS: 352
- BII: 435
- CHB: 99

#### Description:
- Ruth is almost as calm as her dam. She is red with no topping. Our vet missed her with an AI attempt and at $500 for the attempt it has not been repeated. I estimate her weight at 1,100 lb. plus in September. Ruth has eight Sires of Distinction in her pedigree. Good balanced breeding from her sire and dam.

---

### Kentucky Autumn Harvest Sale

- **Date:** December 1, 2018
- **Location:** - 16 -

---

### Coastral Cattle Buxton

- **Bull:** P43556833
- **Consigned by:** GBW Herefords, Fincastle, Va.
- **Tattoo:** LCH 19U CENTRAL TIME ZONE 312 (KPH)
- ** sire:** P43566833 NCF MISS RADAR BOOMERANG 1550 NJW 57G 12E FOREVER 67M
- **Dam:** NVF X 12 ALLISON
- **Performance:**
  - CE: 3.5 (.31)
  - BW: 1.0 (.45)
  - WW: 64 (.39)
  - YW: 99 (.40)
  - SC: 1.5 (.27)
  - BM: 17 (.19)
  - M&G: 42
  - MCE: 1.7 (.12)
  - MCW: 112 (.28)
  - UDDR: 1.50 (.38)
  - TEAT: 1.50 (.38)
  - BW: 64 (.24)
  - FAT: 0.075 (.25)
  - REA: 0.29 (.24)
  - MARB: 0.37 (.24)
  - BMS: 402
  - BII: 503
  - CHB: 102

---

**Note:** The above text includes information about livestock, specifically cattle, with details on their pedigree, performance, and characteristics. It seems to be part of a livestock auction or sale, providing prospective buyers with essential information about the animals being sold. The text is technical and specific, typical of livestock auction descriptions.
• Consigned by Bar H Farms, Sewickley, Pa.

CE 3.4 (.25); BW 2.7 (.35); WW 49 (.23); YW 82 (.23); SC 0.8 (.14); MM 29 (.14); M&G 54; MCE 0.6 (.11); MCW 94 (.14); UDDR 1.00 (.18); TEAT 1.10 (.18); CW 73 (.03); FAT 0.025 (.03); REA 0.45 (.03); MARB 0.09 (.03); BMI$ (-0.005) (.03); M&G 65; MCE 4.0 (.20); MCW 117 (.21); UDDR 1.20 (.37); TEAT CE -1.6 (.32); BW 3.5 (.39); WW 60 (.30); YW 100 (.29); SC 1.2 (.20); MM 25 (.24); M&G 55; MCE 4.0 (.20); MCW 117 (.21); UDDR 1.20 (.37); TEAT 1.20 (.38); CW 73 (.03); FAT -0.005 (.03); REA 0.46 (.03); MARB 0.31 (.03); BMI$ 344; BII$ 396; CHB$ 98

• Consigned by Chambliss Hereford Farm, Hardinsburg, Ky.

Bull

CH L1 DOMINO 2133Z — Sire of Lot 73

43858728 — Calved: Sept. 12, 2017 — Tattoo: BE 7031

CL 1 DOMINO 9105W {CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
CL 1 DOMINO 9103W {DLF,HYF,IEF}
CL 1 DOMINO 2133Z {DLF,HYF,IEF}
34565789

CE 1.7 (.26); BW 4.0 (.36); WW 52 (.24); YW 88 (.24); SC 1.1 (.17); MM 30 (.15); M&G 56; MCE 0.6 (.12); MCW 86 (.15); UDDR 1.00 (.20); TEAT 1.10 (.20); CW 75 (.03); FAT 0.035 (.03); REA 0.51 (.03); MARB 0.02 (.03); BMI$ 263; BII$ 322; CHBS 111

• This female will be a maternal powerhouse. She is stacked with generations of power females. Her sire, 2133, is one of the breeds elite bulls for MM and M&G. She is designed to be a producer. BW 79 lb.

• Sells open.

• Consigned by Chambliss Hereford Farm, Hardinsburg, Ky.

CE 4.8 (.27); BW 2.6 (.35); WW 46 (.23); YW 74 (.22); SC 1.0 (.14); MM 27 (.16); M&G 50; MCE 2.0 (.13); MCW 67 (.15); UDDR 1.20 (.20); TEAT 1.20 (.20); CW 64 (.03); FAT 0.015 (.03); REA 0.39 (.03); MARB 0.24 (.03); BMI$ 344; BII$ 396; CHBS 98

• This heifer will be easy to find. She has a beautiful design and extra volume. Take time to study the donors in her pedigree. She has a lengthy resume. This female is a great investment.

• BW 76 lb.

• Pasture exposed June 1 to Aug. 15, 2018 to HH L1 Domino 5192.

• This herd bull prospect will fit into a purebred or commercial herd. He is a cannot miss producer out of our most consistent and strongest cow families. I love his depth and added dimension. Added with elite EPDs he truly has the whole package. BW 82 lb.

• Consigned by Chambliss Hereford Farm, Hardinsburg, Ky.

CH L1 DOMINETTE 7020

43832128 — Calved: March 3, 2017 — Tattoo: BE 7020

CL 1 DOMINO 9105W {CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
CL 1 DOMINO 9103W {DLF,HYF,IEF}
CL 1 DOMINETTE 3040 {DLF,HYF,IEF}
34565789

CE 2.0 (.17); BW 3.1 (.31); WW 60 (.30); YW 80 (.29); SC 1.2 (.20); MM 25 (.24); M&G 55; MCE 4.0 (.20); MCW 117 (.21); UDDR 1.20 (.37); TEAT 1.20 (.38); CW 73 (.03); FAT -0.005 (.03); REA 0.46 (.03); MARB 0.31 (.03); BMI$ 395; BII$ 484; CHBS 123

• A dark colored, attractive, 3-year-old with plenty of style and already has two calves on the ground. Dairy is probably our best cow ever and is still alive at the age of 17. She was a donor for us. Sire is the iconic Trust 100W. Act. BW 72 lb.

• Breeding information available on sale day.

• Consigned by Chambliss Hereford Farm, Hardinsburg, Ky.
**77**

**BHF 4R MISS REGINA**

P43688273 — Calved: May 2, 2016 — Tattoo: LE 6522/RE BHF

**Cow**

- **FELTONS LEGEND** 242 (GB1/17)
- **MSU TCF REVOLUTION** 4R (GB1/17)
- **BIF** 101/21
- **BHF 4R MISS REGINA**
- **P43940073**

- **NJE 119 MISS HAYDEN**
- **BHF 4R**
- **P43940073**

- **MIE** 27/21
- **MCE** 5/21
- **MCW** 6/21
- **UDDR** 1.00 (0.24)
- **TEAT** 1.00 (0.24)
- **BMI** 2.1 (0.26)
- **CE** 2.1 (0.26)
- **BW** 3.2 (0.34)
- **WW** 66 (0.27)
- **YW** 106 (0.26)
- **SC** 1.2 (0.18)
- **MM** 28 (0.21)

**Mobican THM Excede Z426 — Service Sire for Lots 80 and 81**

**78**

**BHF W18 MISS CHERYL**

P43577213 — Calved: April 8, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 5427/RE BHF

**Cow**

- **SHF WONDER M326 W18 ET**
- **MG** 55 (0.29)
- **MCE** 5.9 (0.14)
- **MCW** 65 (0.16)
- **UDDR** 1.00 (0.24)
- **TEAT** 1.00 (0.24)
- **BMI** 2.5 (0.24)
- **CE** 2.5 (0.24)
- **BW** 3.6 (0.33)
- **WW** 59 (0.24)
- **YW** 95 (0.23)
- **SC** 0.9 (0.16)
- **MM** 30 (0.18)

- **BIF** 101/21
- **MIE** 27/21
- **MCE** -0.9 (0.18)
- **MCW** 115 (0.19)
- **UDDR** 1.20 (0.31)
- **TEAT** 1.20 (0.31)
- **BMI** 4.1 (0.18)
- **CE** 2.5 (0.24)
- **BW** 3.6 (0.33)
- **WW** 59 (0.24)
- **YW** 95 (0.23)
- **SC** 0.9 (0.16)
- **MM** 30 (0.18)

**Mobican THM Excede Z426 — Service Sire for Lots 80 and 81**

**79**

**BHF 2214 MISS ROSALIE**

P43780102 — Calved: March 13, 2016 — Tattoo: LE 6312/RE BHF

**Cow**

- **BHF 2214 MISS ROSALIE**
- **P43780102**

- **MIE** 27/21
- **MCE** 5.9 (0.14)
- **MCW** 65 (0.16)
- **UDDR** 1.00 (0.24)
- **TEAT** 1.00 (0.24)
- **BMI** 2.5 (0.24)
- **CE** 2.5 (0.24)
- **BW** 3.6 (0.33)
- **WW** 59 (0.24)
- **YW** 95 (0.23)
- **SC** 0.9 (0.16)
- **MM** 30 (0.18)

**Mobican THM Excede Z426 — Service Sire for Lots 80 and 81**

**80**

**ZF 28M MISS LAMP Z704**


**Cow**

- **EAGLE RIDGE BLASTER** 64
- **GOLDEN OAK** 41
- **MAXIMUM 28M**
- **P44279219**

- **TA-BAR CHANTELL 15X**
- **DHR HARD DRIVE ET**
- **ZF MISS LAMP 2871**
- **P44279219**

- **SZ HARD DRIVE ET**
- **ZF 28M MISS LAMP 2871**
- **P44279219**

- **BHF 2214 MISS ROSALIE**
- **P43780102**

- **MIE** 27/21
- **MCE** 5.9 (0.14)
- **MCW** 65 (0.16)
- **UDDR** 1.00 (0.24)
- **TEAT** 1.00 (0.24)
- **BMI** 2.5 (0.24)
- **CE** 2.5 (0.24)
- **BW** 3.6 (0.33)
- **WW** 59 (0.24)
- **YW** 95 (0.23)
- **SC** 0.9 (0.16)
- **MM** 30 (0.18)

**Mobican THM Excede Z426 — Service Sire for Lots 80 and 81**

**81**

**BHF 6309 MISS SPARKLES**

P43932404 — Calved: July 4, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 8721/RE BHF

**Cow**

- **BOYD WORLDWIDE 9050 ET**
- **BHF 512 MISS ROCHA**
- **P43932404**

- **RHF MR FELT 305**
- **KCF MISS 459 F284**
- **BHF 9050 TOKAR**
- **P43932404**

- **SHF RIB EYE M326 R117**
- **MSU TCF RACHAEL 225 ET**
- **BHF 512 MISS ROCHA**
- **P43932404**

- **MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R**
- **BHF 6309 MISS SPARKLES**
- **P43932404**

- **CE** 2.5 (0.24)
- **BW** 2.9 (0.26)
- **WW** 55 (0.18)
- **YW** 88 (0.18)
- **SC** 1.2 (0.12)
- **MM** 23 (0.14)
- **MCE** 5.9 (0.14)
- **MCW** 65 (0.16)
- **UDDR** 1.20 (0.31)
- **TEAT** 1.20 (0.31)
- **BMI** 50 (0.30)
- **CE** 3.5 (0.25)
- **BW** 3.5 (0.26)
- **WW** 55 (0.18)
- **YW** 88 (0.18)
- **SC** 1.2 (0.12)
- **MM** 23 (0.14)

**Mobican THM Excede Z426 — Service Sire for Lots 80 and 81**
CE -1.6 (.26); BW 4.5 (.30); WW 61 (.25); YW 98 (.23); SC 0.9 (.15); MM 25 (.12); M&G 72 (.15); UDDR 1.30 (.20); TEAT 1.10 (.18); CE -1.7 (.25); BW 4.5 (.30); WW 61 (.25); YW 98 (.23); SC 0.9 (.15); MM 25 (.12); M&G 72 (.15); UDDR 1.30 (.20); TEAT 1.10 (.18); CE -1.7 (.25);

CE 3.5 (.27); BW 3.5 (.29); WW 53 (.27); YW 82 (.25); SC 1.0 (.17); MM 24 (.23); M&G 51 (.20); MCE 2.0 (.18); MCW 80 (.19); UDDR 1.20 (.28); TEAT 1.20 (.29); CW 79 (.03); FAT -0.025 (.03); REA 0.65 (.03); MAB 0.11 (.03); BMIS 265; BII$ 329; CHBS 117

It's hard to part with this one. Thick, stout, deep and whistle fronted. Nice personality and well suited for young and old alike.

Consigned by Brookwood Farm, Franklin, W.Va.
**CMR GVP Mr. Maternal 156T — Grandsire of Lot 88**

**RSC TROUBLE MELON A30**

- **Cow**
  - **Consigned by NJB Limited, Mays Lick, Ky.**
  - **Pasture exposed from April 23 to July 31, 2018 to Boyd 17Y XZ5 Ft Knox 4049.** Safe in calf.
  - A gorgeous 2-year-old bred by Bobby Wells of Corbin, Ky. She has a perfect udder and a .345; BII$ 410; CHB$ 94 (.13); CW 58 (.03); FAT -0.010 (P); REA 0.09 (P); MARB 0.11 (P); BMI$ 343; BII$ 407; CHB$ 80 (.06); M&G 302; BIIS 308; CHBS 97
  - Will calve before the sale to Boyd 17Y XZ5 Ft Knox 4049. Her dam is my best producing 386; BII$ 457; CHB$ 100 (.44); CW 67 (.10); FAT 0.025 (.10); REA 0.42 (.10); MARB 0.13 (.10); BMI$ 274; BIIS 326; CHBS 97
  - This first calf heifer comes from one of our foundation families. She arguably has raised multiple purebred herd sires.
  - Both grandmothers 30N and Kelly 3043 are well known donors and mothers of deep bodied show calves. She is for sale only because we have retained two females in our herd.

- **Consigned by Chute Farm, Woodburn, Ky.**

**RSC MALIE JUSTICE B1819 C19**

- **Cow**
  - **Consigned by Chute Farm, Woodburn, Ky.**
  - **This baby has excellent lines and would make a great 4-H project. She will definitely be as good as her mother.**

**NJB 950 196 KELLY 408**

- **Cow**
  - **Consigned by NJB Limited, Mays Lick, Ky.**

**BW P124 VICTORIA 16D**

- **Cow**
  - **Consigned by Chute Farm, Woodburn, Ky.**
  - **Will calve before the sale to Boyd 17Y XZ5 Ft Knox 4049.** Her dam is my best producing 386; BII$ 457; CHB$ 100 (.44); CW 67 (.10); FAT 0.025 (.10); REA 0.42 (.10); MARB 0.13 (.10); BMI$ 274; BIIS 326; CHBS 97
  - This baby has excellent lines and would make a great 4-H project. She will definitely be as good as her mother.

**BW MISS BEEF 38F**

- **Cow**
  - **Consigned by NJB Limited, Mays Lick, Ky.**

---

Kentucky Autumn Harvest Sale - 20 - December 1, 2018
Commercial Cattle

Lots 91, 92 and 93

- Three (3) Black baldy heifers, calved March 2018.
- Consigned by Matheny Herefords, Mays Lick, Ky.

Lots 94, 95 and 96

- Three (3) Hereford/Red Angus Crossbred heifers, calved March 2017. All due to calve in the spring of 2019 to Angus Sire, Boyd Money Market 6135.
- Consigned by Matheny Herefords, Mays Lick, Ky.

Lots 97, 98, 99, 100 and 101

- Five (5) Angus cows bred to Hereford bull. All four years old.
- Consigned by Grassy Run Farm, Winfield, W.Va.

Lot 102

- Black baldy yearling heifer due in the spring 2019 to Angus bull
- Consigned by Grassy Run Farm, Winfield, W.Va.

Lots 103, 104, 105, 106, 107 and 108

- Baldy weaned heifers: 5 Black and 1 Red
- Consigned by Grassy Run Farm, Winfield, W.Va.

Lot 109

- Consigned by Popplewell Farms, Russell Springs, Ky.

Lot 110

- Consigned by HomePlace Cattle Co., Staffordsville, Ky.
Lot 111

- 2-year-old black baldy cow, tattoo 1605, calved February 2016. Due to calve in the spring 2019 to an Angus bull.
- Consigned by Slone & Son, Oak Hill, Ohio

Lot 111A

- Open black baldy ¾ Angus and ¼ Hereford, tattoo 1805, calved March 12, 2018.
- Consigned by Slone & Son, Oak Hill, Ohio

Lot 112

- Black baldy open heifer, tattoo 1803, calved March 5, 2018.
- Consigned by Slone & Son, Oak Hill, Ohio

Lot 113

- Black baldy open heifer, calved March 5, 2018. Sire: HHLF Tundra 202 ET (Registered Hereford) Dam: Home Acres Erica 130 (Registered Angus)
- A nice heifer with a great look. Qualifies to register as an F1 Black Hereford.
- Consigned by Rising Creek Farm, Oak Hill, Ohio

Lot 114

- Red baldy open heifer, calved Feb. 17, 2018 Sire: HHLF Tundra 202 ET Dam: ¾ Hereford cow
- Very nice heifer bred to be a beef cow.
- Consigned by Rising Creek Farm, Oak Hill, Ohio
5 Straws of:
BOYD Ft. Knox 17 YXZ5 4040

Kenley Conner - 502.905.7825

GENETICS PLUS
5 Straws of:
Mohican Bar Star Revved Up 78A

Jason Crowe - 859.582.0761
David McGlothlin - 859.544.3944
Lance Fisher - 270.881.6434

Ty McGuire - 937.533.3251

WOODFORD FEED CO. INC
498 Lexington Road
Versailles, KY 40383
859.873.4811
Greg Dotson

Anthony Stevenson
Territory Representative
CATTLE - SALES

Merck Animal Health
PO Box 215
254 Westwood Dr
Nancy, KY 42544
M 606-305-3421
anthony.stevenson@merck.com

Boehringer Ingelheim

HANNAH TOLBERT
CATTLE TERRITORY MANAGER
Boehringer Ingelheim Animal Health
3902 Gene Field Rd.,
St. Joseph, MO 64506
Telephone 629-636-0125
E-Mail hannah.tolbert@boehringer-ingelheim.com
THE DATA SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MINERAL</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>11.00%</td>
<td>11.70%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>11.00%</td>
<td>11.70%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (P)</td>
<td>6.000%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt (NaCl)</td>
<td>2.000%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt (NaCl)</td>
<td>2.000%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>0.500%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>1.200%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>3.100 ppm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INGREDIENTS
Salt, Monocalcium and Dicalcium Phosphate, Calcium Carbonate, Selenium Yeast, Zinc Proteinate, Hydrolyzed Yeast, Copper Proteinate, Manganese Proteinate, Calcium Carbonate, Cobalt Proteinate, Yeast Extract, Ethylenediamine Dihydriodide, Magnesium Oxide, Potassium Chloride, Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast culture, Vitamin A Supplement, Calcium Iodate, Vitamin D3 Supplement, Vitamin E Supplement, Dried Molasses, Cottonseed Meal, Potassium Sulfate, Magnesium Sulfate, Soybean Oil, Calcium Silicate, Calcium Salts of long-chain fatty acids, Silicon Dioxide, natural flavors.

If you want results, you want 100% Total Replacement Technology

**BIOPLEX®**

- 30 pounds more at weaning (4:1 ROI)
- Increased pregnancy rates by 3% (2.8:1 ROI)

**SEL-PLEX®**

D.M. Price, K.K. Arellano, M. Irsik, D.O. Rae, J.V. Yelich, K. Mipoun, and M.J. Hersom, PAS. University of Florida Department of Animal Sciences

*Total Replacement Technology (TTR) was used in this trial.*

Sam Bates
sbates@alltech.com
(615) 603-1047

Ask your Burkmann Nutrition Rep about incorporating Bioplex and Sel-Plex into your herd program!
Membership Application for
The Kentucky Hereford Association
Earlene Thomas, Secretary/Treasurer
2396 Union City Road • Richmond, KY 40475
859-623-5734 ph/fx

Annual membership fee is $25.00.

Name: _____________________ _______________________________________________ _____________________ __
Farm Name: _____________________ ______________________________ _____________________ _____________________
Address: _____________________ _____________________ ___________________________ ________________________
City: __________________________ State: _______________ Zip: ____________________
Day Phone: (_______) _______________________________ Evening Phone: (_______) _______________________________
Cell Phone: (_______) ___________________________ E-mail: ______________________________ _____________________
WebAddress: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

____ New Member _____ Renewing Member

_____ I would like a copy of the Kentucky Hereford Association Membership directory mailed to the above address.

Make Check payable to: The Kentucky Hereford Association
Earlene Thomas, Secretary/Treasurer
2396 Union City Road
Richmond, KY 40475

Please complete form, enclose payment and mail.
Earlene Thomas  
2396 Union City Rd.  
Richmond, KY 40475

Dated Material

KENTUCKY HEREFORD AUTUMN HARVEST SALE  
December 1, 2018 • Noon

Sale Location:  
Chenault Agricultural Center  
2130 Camargo Rd.  
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353

From I-64 East (Lexington)  
Preferred route due to traffic — Take exit 101 to Mount Sterling on U.S. 60 East to Bypass 686. Turn right. Go 3-4 miles on Bypass 686. Turn right on 460 East toward Camargo. Go 2 miles on 460 East. Chenault Agricultural Center is on the right at the double red gates and the black board fence.  
OR  
Take exit 110 Mount Sterling. At the second stop light (by McDonald’s), turn right on Bypass 686. Go 3-4 miles on Bypass 686. Turn right on 460 East toward Camargo. Go 2 miles on 460 East. Chenault Agricultural Center is on the right at the double red gates and the black board fence.

From I-64 West (Ashland)  
Preferred route due to traffic — Take exit 113. Turn on U.S. 60 West to Bypass 686. Turn left to 460 East. Turn left toward Camargo. Go 2 miles on 460 East. Chenault Agricultural Center is on the right at the double red gates and the black board fence.  
OR  
Take exit 110 Mount Sterling. Turn left toward Mount Sterling. At the second stop light (by McDonald’s), turn right on Bypass 686. Go 3-4 miles on Bypass 686. Turn right on 460 East toward Camargo. Go 2 miles on 460 East. Chenault Agricultural Center is on the right at the double red gates and the black board fence.